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About This Game

Cloudborn is set in another world and another time. It’s a place of wonder and awe but also melancholy and loneliness. What do
you do when a civilization has dug too deep and taken more than its share and left you to carry the burden of responsibility?

Cloudborn is an immersive learning Virtual Reality experience of humanity’s insatiable greed and our inability to learn from our
mistakes . The game’s world is not our own, but it’s fate could still be.
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 Momentum movement system - To increase immersion we have created a revolutionary locomotion system that allow
you to move freely through the world using armswinging action and where all player actions such as grabbing, climbing
and throwing yourself affect your momentum.
Scale buildings, cliffs and vegetation to find your way through the remains of a broken world. The momentum-system
allows skilled players to throw themselves between handholds to traverse faster and faster. Do you dare to risk it?

 A serene, bright yet mysterious setting creates an unforgettable audio-visual experience. Using the latest research in
motion sickness mitigation Cloudborn allows an intense focus and emotional immersion in the experience of climbing
and exploring the game’s world.

 Masterful aesthetics - Cloudborn has a bright, colorful art-style inspired by Miyazaki movies and watercolors.

Moving out of Early Access the game has been updated with completely new art, level design, interactable objects, effects and
bug fixes. Also, we’ve spent a lot of time perfecting the locomotion and added more customizable experience toggles.
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Title: Cloudborn
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Logtown Studios AB
Publisher:
Logtown Studios AB
Release Date: 2 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 8

Processor: Intel i3-6100 / AMD Ryzen 3 1200, FX4350 or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 1050 Ti / AMD Radeon RX 470 or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 7 GB available space

English
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the "story" and "dialogue" are hilarious. in between, you face brutal-but-fair levels (mostly), armed with a handful of simple but
effective moves.

unfortunately, at least for me, the game would slow down at what seemed to be random times. even after restarting the game,
steam, and my PC, most of the game would run at half speed. even cutscenes weren't immune.

when it ran at full speed, i really enjoyed it!. Awesome game :) And steam trading cards <3. One of the best strategy games ive
played. I rarely give a thumbs down. Prefer to give an up with my complants to be constructive or give a warning, simply
because it's all a matter of taste.

Vox simply didn't care about it's Steam section. Updates seem to happen once in eons, but although the dev makes money from
selling it on Steam, the dev is too lame to give any direction to updates. Here on Steam forums? Elsewhere?
It's a matter of minutes to contact your Steam customer base on the forum, but it's probaly too troublesome to do.

Forget about this dev, forget about this game. Just like the dev forgot about the Steam players who once bought this game,
hoping to get something good.. Actually i'm sorry to give a negative review to this game. First of all, it's probably the only one
set in that specifical conflict (Korean war). Second, the tactical part (the actual game where you move your troops, give them
order etc) is in my opinion well made and realistic (and with good graphics). The strategic campaign map is also nice, fast-paced
with few things to do to concetrate on combat phase (even if i'd would prefer at least one campaign based on historical battles).
But, on the other side, this game is affected with a lot of structural deficiensis. Tutorial is meaningless, leaving the gamer to
understand by himself game mechanics or units command (this would not be a great problem if this wasn't a game focused on
micro-management of troops). The game, actually, is just the "dynamc campaign" mode, nothing more, nothing less. But the
main problem is the absolutely lack of maps! Five (or six) maps for the entiregame, and i swear it, in a campaign i played there
were always the same two maps (airport and village) in rotation for the entire game (hope that this is just bad bad luck). There is
apparently no online community so forget about downloading mods or map-packs.
It's a very shame that a possible good game like this is, because it is, is just ruined by poor developers fantasy (or will) and
neglet.
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A modern twist to a old classic.

If you are going to buy this game, do yourself a favor and pick up the soundtrack as well. It's the best part of the game.. Very
very ♥♥♥♥ing good VN... Probably up there with Umineko. Just not quite a masterpiece. I really love it though.. This is a
really nice route i cannot deny. It has everything you want for an american commuter route. But lets look at the pros and cons
first

PROS:
Detail is amazing
Many different stations if you enjoy commuter workings.
Fcae paced
Simple but enjoyable scenarios
2 GP38-2 Liveries
The only source of BNSF left avaliable to the UK
Large Branch Line
CAB CAR!!!

CONS:
Comes with a boring F40
A bit conusing when making scenarios
Laggy

In total i think this is a decent route. I will rate it

8\/10
. Honestly I do not know that i can recommend this game in its current form. The updates seem to be to few and fix even less. I
really want this game to be successful and become I decent alternative to Pokemon but at this rate I do not know that it will.. A
lot of people seem to not like this game. I'm not exactly sure why. I like it.
 Neil Gaiman does an excellent job with the short narrations. And the entire concept of an old house calling on a ghost to haunt
the current annoying residents out is in no way a new concept but it is done well here.
 The artwork is interesting. You won't see much like it. Now some are really hating it because they just can't seem to get why
everything is so...well ugly. However, I see that it is all based on Victorian style cartooning, (please go look up Alice in
Wonderland and look at the original artwork by John Tenniel, you'll see exactly what I'm referring to.) So its not supposed to
look pretty by todays standards, its supposed to look the way it does and I find that its quite charming.
 The puzzles; if your an adult or near adult then I imagine this game will be rather easy and will just become tedious to you. If
however, you have children or if you are a child then the puzzles will be challenging but not too much so.
 Now the Music, at first the music isn't the worst thing in the world but yes it does become very very irritating. The sound
effects are very repetitve and will make you want to shut off the sound. At least they did with me.
 Lastly, the bugs, yes there are some serious bugs. One is that the objects sometimes don't interact with the enviroment like they
are supposed to. Sometimes the items at the end of the level when they are all flying around the room will indeed go through
each other or through the walls. And yes sometimes the game will in a sense freeze up because the people wont run out of the
room but rather just run around the room trying to get out and you will have to restart the level.
 As it stands currently I'd give it 3 out of 5 stars. If they fixed some of the bugs, then maybe would consider raising it to a 4 out
of 5.. Looks like League of Angels
Plays like League of Angels
Calls itself Dragon Blood. A little glitchy in parts re: Speech in regards to what is on the screen. A problem solving game rather
than a hidden object game which is quite refreshing. Puzzles vary in simplicity to complexity. A rather absorbing game, set
some time aside, this is one of those that will pull you in and steal hours :D. Great game! I realy liked the game mechanics and
battles. Art, narrative, music - very-very-very nice! especially considering that this is an indie project. Strongly recommend!
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